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A B· S T~ R A C T 
· .. ~ ... 
This report is a summary of the experimental ·in-,, 
/ /l - . . + .. 
vestigation conductej ~m colllIDnfLbuilt-up by welding 
-from universal.mill plates of A7 steel. Particular atten-
~ 
tion was given to Columns of _medium-size (10 11 x 10 1') box 
,, _.--,, 
"'-·-iC.:~-) . 
shape cross section, .ind their behavior is compared with 
• 
.. , .. 
. ' 
- .. .- ... . .. " 
. . .... ~. ·----,. .. medium--size ·{9-u ;x-tcl.,.'J H Shapes a'.rid. ·· box shapes and· H 
·,# 
I . ~-....... __ .. 
- - - - ··- -----·· ----.--· ·-·- ,~ . ~--· --
'-,c. 
shapes of-smaller sizes: Th~ in~§tigation included ten-
i _,,,-·. ' \ 
) 
sile' coupon tests, .residual stress measu;-ements, stub 
-·· 
.. 
column tests~ and actual colum,n tests. It was concluded 
I 
·S>-' 
.. ' - •·- - -- -" -. '· ·.: .. - .·.-.· .. ·.•.•. . . -·. . - . . .. . 
· · ·that we14ed Cohirrins a'.i~-"'~.iket d1a~ ·corresponding rolled 
-r 
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·-
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· 1 ... 0 ,, •• - • • • --
IN .T-R OD UC r f ON 
., L,, . 
" 
, .. 
Scope of Study . 
, 
A study of the effect of welding on the strength 
.of built~up columns is ~presented. Welded built-up members 
·r 
< 
are being used more frequenFlY in steel construction due 
/ j• 





that a true .insight 1.nto ·the behavior of 
' 
columns under load 
J 
r1as shown that ·residual stress distribution inherent· in 
,, 
p 
the· cross sec·tion \plays a.., majo·r role in tpe column s·trength 
''-... 
-/' 
characteristics. Welded shapes ·ha·ve residual stress. magni-Q-





' . , ....... ·• ...... ···le."'····"'' ..................................................................................................... .. 
~nd yet design formulas prepared -for rolled str~~-~~~.! ... --··----------~--------------"----·~---·~-- .. -·-··-·· . ·--~- ,, ~-. -- .. •- . . . 
- -··- -·· ............... --., .............. - ............... ~·--· ·---··· -··-····-·--·-···-· .......... --·········------------·-.. ·--·----- ... ---··-""" ...... - ... ---··-·-·---···········'·"---·····-··--·-·-----·-'·---·--······ ·- . '' - ' .... . 
shapes ~re being applied to welded columns. The investiga-
_ .. 
.. v 
tron· was co~cerned with welded box and 
1
welqed- H, s·hapes of 
medium 1cross section and varyi.ng slenderness .ratios. These 
.· ~ 
. . ' -~ 
. 
shape.S Were built Ui;J by welding -~niversal mt\·l plates of 
· ASTM Al steel.· ~--
....... 




.,-.. · . 
~: 
~ Factors Influencin,& Column Strengt·h ~ 
(' 
/ . 
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" 2). the b·asic (stati·c) .. yiel~ stress lev¢1, 
3} the strain ·hardening modulus- (£ or short 
columns), and.· / 
. --• ... . -~~- , - -
-
r ·· :4) initial out-of-str~ightness which includes 
~--· . 
unsymmetrical residua~ stress distribution 
and accidental eccentricities. 
.. , 
\ ' 
... . . .. - : 
Residual stresses are nearly alw~ys.present in struc-. 
.,· 
.. 
:,. ... , . 
.1 
!,! . 
t\lral members and are due to plastic deformations, d7veloped- . . , 
.,,, •.• ,c>..~ .... ~M-.,•,«.-~'"-'"."""~ • ...,.,.,.._..,,."'"~,-.,.,.. . .. <a> 
• 
'~ . .::'~ •• _,. '-· • _ .. ,,_~, ... ~c..,-·~. "-'-~,-...,, .... ~ . ',,., •. - ,.,; .• , •• ·-·--·-"- ,.,., _ _,_, __ , ..... ,['--'----'' -"<- ····--·--··-'---·-· •• ·.,,.~ 
·"-·~··· ..................... ~ .... _,_,.._ . ••·-·-, -~ C". ·••• ·;·., ... o~•.o-~·.cv.•;r-•--·· ,, .. ., .. , .•.. -. .... , .. •·, ,... '· .,, .......... ,. . 
. .... , ... , ...... . 






I w • • 
., 
, operations, or as a result of fa~r~cation·operations such 
as cold --bending. Residual ·stresses are al~-o introduced 
. . 
-> . 
t"" . . , 









. welded members, the part to.· ~ool la.st is usually in a state.. 
.of tensile residual stress. The residual stress distribu-... ·ti· 
J 
t"--' (' 
" tion depends almost entirely upon the -g~ometry of the cross 
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.... .. :" ~ . " ., . in welded'shapes usually differs greatly from those in ,:'."->.. ; 
... 
ro1·1ed · shapes-, so rriuch so t·hat ·the resulting effect on 
. --...., If \ ~' 
the ~tr~ngth of the respective co-lumns reflects the,! differ-.·-···-·-
# c 
) 
·ence. For this reason it is not s-trictly correct to apply 
. 
-
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/ ~· •' Ml 
·Tensile coupon tests were made as a r_outine check· 
'\ 
\ \ 
on the static yield stress level of the material used for 
the sections. , ASTM specification's (and reco"mmendat{ons (l) 
for standard rectangula·r tensile test specimen·with 8-inch ,: 





gage length were followed on all 'tests except for 24 small· ··.,.""\ ·~t .. 
' 
coupons. These ~mall coupons wer~ actually sections cut ' 
t 
• 
for residual· stress measurement·. d .·· . 
. • 
j 
Table 1 gives the test results in detail. Figure 1 














Residual Stress Measurements ,, ··-
ll 
, 
The method of ;'sectioning·" (2 ) was used to obtain 
t·he experimental or m.easurea values of residual st.r~ins 
. . . 
and.consequently residual stresses., A series of lQ-inch 
0 
gage hol~s were laid out on·the specimen and measured with, 
'1 /' • 











, ... ) 








, 4 .... 
-6 
.. befo.re and .af.ter the. sectioning is a-.m.easure o; residual 
.. 
stress. Figure 2 shows a ty~ic~l layout for the section~ 
, . f>r 
ing process.· · The 11-inch section cut f~rom the -beam_ is at · 
least one foot t·rom t .. he ends to offset any edge efifect. 
t· 
Reference 2 also shows that an edge effect does_exist,the 
--
residual stresses beingv.undisturbed at a distance from the 
I 
' edge approximately equal to the width of the plate. 
~J 
' The residual stress distri·bution was als.o checked 
insofar as th_e · fol-lo~wing factors were concerned:· 
- ' 
l"'·· ~ ! / 
1) the variation of residual stress· along" the 
length, It\. 
l~ 
2) t·he effect of differen)t edge preparat·ions of 
\ 
"··""" 
_... °'' . 
--
... 
·-M·-••-••A•·<><><,e•e,-•<~•~·,•'"·"'·'"-~c•.·.,,,...,.~'',,~---, ........ -.-· : . -~· - ----·--··--·-t·he-•·•••plat••es"."'''b'~fb"re··:••••"vie•t·dt'ttg";'°''~"'·an:ct~·•·'•'·'•"•',''''''''''·'·'•'••a.w,r.,~--~cW,,{,o•"N•M•,, .... ,._,~•w,,~>,,--"-~"·~· ........... ~'"~"-='"''''-u•=<Nm,i=;,,ti.V,.,.,_,"".,=,.,.,,,,,~""·<,e.•,.•>•>•>n<"C'''''''"' 




3) the effect of thickness, that is, the varia-
~ / 
tion between stresses on the two sidei of the 
. . ..~ . ~-· ...... :_, . .' '.· .. plate. 
A 15-;Eoot test .piece desigq.at:ed CS was used for 
the study of the variation.· of ·-,·residual stress along the. 
.. , 
. 
length of the member. Residuar stresses were measured 
































To check4:he .effect ·of .different plate edge prepara-
. . 
tibn on the 1esidual stress distribution, two methods of · 
. ~ preparing the edge of the joints were used·. The prepa;-a-
tions were by_ machining _and ~y flame cutting. _Edge prepara-, 
r. 
tion by machining is more laborious and hence a more expen-
·v 
si.J'e operation not normally: used in fabfication. In this 
. 
. ~ 
case; the fabricationfacilities available set a 30-foot 
\ limit on the length that could' be -machined. Since flame 
cutting is the standard operation~ all the test pieces 
(ex~ept for seven pieces) wer/e edge-prepared !by flame cu-tt-
'· 
• ing. There was concern that flame cutting ·Nould introduce . 
. . . 
\ 
a change in the residual streijs distribution; this was the 
reason for the_machined plates which were used for compari-
.• 'l... 
.. ,,.,,,. ,,,.,·,.·,.•'""'"'"'" ,. .. , ,,,,.,.,,._. ... ,,.,,, ..• , ., "'"""·' ·' ,. , .• ,,,,,.,,,,._., .. ,, ... ,.,.~l'C· '"'""·'·'"·""·"'''U'<<.,.,, ... w .. ,,.,,-.•"'"""' .. ''~•"''"''''·•·•••·"··•·<•·•, ,,.,, "" "··'•••, . , ' .. •., .. ·.·,,n• ··.·••·•·••-'•""· """·'·•-~"' ,.-.,..,~,_,,,o,._··M",,'" '-"'"~ ~-' ~<> 
'\ , 
son purposes. Fabricated piece-Nos. l·to 7 were machine-
prepared ··and the rest wer~__,_prepared by flame cutting (ref er ,µ 
to Table 2) .· 
' 
Direct measurements of strain inside the box shape ~ 
lt i ~ were not possible so that an indirect method was used to 
I 
find the residual stress distribution °0£ the inside face 
'". / ...·.· .. ·· 
.. 
,,.._ .. ·. 
/ 
" 












. :~, .. 
-8 l c. 
ta~en each"Jrom fabricated pieces· No·: 11 and No. 12.' " , . 
.. . Figure 4· shows· the· section·s used in the study. Sectil)n E 
and f were taken from piece No. 11 and sections Q and~ 
~ . 
from piece No. 12. ··-The SfCtions .were-cut into L· shapes 
-.~· 
according to. th~ .. -detail s·hown in the figure. Additional 
ir . 
gage holes were laid out on the-inside faces- of the L 
I 
.shape before final sectioning was done. Measurements 
. were mad-e prior to each c·utting operation. 






P-r i or to the testing of any column, a stub column 
(. 
test was made on a sectio;n from the same piece ~t'om which· 
·1 \,. 







is such that c~lumn instability cannot occur (3) but was 
" 
·sufficiently lbng to reta~n the o~iginal residual stress 
/ 
t, distribution of the section. The 'stub column test ·results 
in a stress-strain curve showing the effect of residual ti . 
.... 
stress. The proportional limit, the static yield str~ 
1.-...-~~-~~~ 
le·vel and the elastic and t·he elastic:'9plastic moduli are 
... 
• _._..,._ ,.. ______ ,~~ ~- --·· 
C ' 
. 
the important data furnished by the cury~. · __ pat~---~rom the 


















'. . . .. .\,, ', ..• t,; ··.~ •. i 
. ·!,, ··i· .. .... :·.: 
-9 




. ·: .. ·,·. - . .. ., 
The stub column specimens were tested in an 800~kip 
.. . . - . / 
1, '· ·, ,t-




screw type testing machine. . Bearing plates .were -p·rovided · 
J 
i,,, / ·~t the top and at the~base to obtain a uniform·applicatiori· 
,, 




column. Four -1/1000 inch dial gages _(Nos. 1 · to 4) are 
attached at the four -corners to measure the strain over 
• 
the whole length. ·rwo 1/10,000 inch dial gages (Nos. 5 
., 
and 6) are mo·unt~d on oppo_$ite '.~ides to measure the stra_in 
over a 10" gage ·tength at the mid-height. - ~his data is 
. . . 
used to determine the stress-strain relationship.-
, •;;./· 
Th·e four corner gages_ are used f_or alignm~nt. The 







•. : .'fr • 
-~· 
~-
. , . one-third of. the expected yield stress level. A constant 




_, check was made of the whitewash of the specimen to -d~tect 
any premature yielding. The alignment was consider·ed 
satisfactory _if the deviation of any of the four corner 
,, 
~- gage readings did not ~xcee4 5% from the average value at 
the maximum. alignment load. 
~ 
11 
The loads were applied in appropriate increments 
. . 
dictated by the continuously plotted stress-strain 1curve 






























· s-hown in Fig. 6. The cur'ti~~· for load relaxation is asymp-
· to tic to a load value which' i·s the s·tabilized ~load. - The 
stra_in gages were read when ·the load approached atabiliza-
, 
",tion· or a min:i,mum of 20 minutes after the load was applied. 
An additional~lO minutes was ·required to obtain all the 
t,. 
' , 
read,ings and· in which. time no~ apprec~able changes in the 
.. 
•" 
data were ob·s.ervec;l ;· . 
\ 
\ -
__ As ·the specimen was loaded, a qualitative picture. 
of the yield ··pattern could be seen from the ~laking of 
... 
the· mill scale as detect~d by· t·he cracking of the white-
' 
,/ 
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' The pilot program on 1-Welded1- built-up c~~umns in,-
' 
-
,'. eluded three tests of welded H sections (9'' x 1/2''. web I;- ~ . 
and 9" x 3/4'J flanges) with .slenderness ratios of 59, 78 «. ', . ' , 
and 103. 1'.he results·~f. the· t~st are shown in Fig. 7. 
The foliowing conclusions were drawn from the tests(4): ~ I 
·-· 




sive residual stresses. 
'• " 
. ""~ 2) Columns built-.up by welding will contain 
* 
tensile· residual stres,ses close to the yield· 
point. 
3}The strength of tte weld~d H-col~n is less· 
..;;.>'"'· than that of the riveted or as-rolled column~ 
} 
-~ 
l A late~ test with the same cross section but with 
I • 
a slenderness ratio of 12.5 indicated that the ultimate 
:l . 
strength of the column was in excess o~ that given by the 
~ 
yield stress level, failure being by local buckling(S)./ 
.. 
~-··l 









.. --····---~- ... ------·--
The column specimens were £,abricated from structural 
.. . 


















acco-rd~ng to .the schedule given in tthe appendix. ~The 
--~ 
')i, 
welding -details are given in Fig. 8 •. , The j-oi:nts were 1~ 
. ' ~ ~ 
\ machinevelded employiQg an automati~ feed unionmelt of 
£f D 
.,, 
tl1e ·submerged arc type.·- For the 10" x 10." box shape,_ 




all cases, small tack welds were first d~posited ~o fix ' ,_ 
~ the shape. 
I 
A summary of the fabric~tion data\_a1td the scitedule 
"'-.... ' . 
of specimens are given in Table 2. 
..;, 
• ., ff ..... 
-·:. '. 
Tes·t Set-up /: i.:· . 
. ,. ' ' A total of"l2 full scale column tests were conduc-
l 
···r"· ted. - All- the columns, except four, were tested in ·an :800~ · 
kip Lerew-type Universal testing machi~e. , Columns C6, C}O, 
Cll ~ntl Cl2 were tested in a 5000 kip, hydraulic-type :. 
-Universal ttsting machine. 
The columns wer-e tested with pin-ended· su·pports· :i;.µ._:. 
\ ' 







..,-·· ..... - -· ....... , .. ~ .. ··'·""·"'·· .. -
pere,endicular axis. , The uweak axis" of a welded box shape · 
; 
.. 








. .~l . 
; ;· 
.. 














. •• .:·&i. ·. '' 
·_ .... .;..,., - 1.·· - .·.. --
..... 
· -13 J ,, . 
. p 
. . ., 
- - ____ · ___ - -.-~--·-··--- .. , ... ---- -- ---
- - ----- . --· -· -- -- - . 
"· 
-----~~ is the axis perpendicular <Rto · the narrower piate (s~e 
' 
~-
_Fig •. 9a). 
i. 
. "" 
The end fixtures ·used were standard c_.olumn. fixtures 
developed in the laboratory. The main cylindrical bearing 
.,,-
was designed so that the radius of the surface had its 
-
center at tb.e mid-point of the column e~ds(6). Figure 9b 





, · · ~e seeri from this figure that at any stage of the test, 
:• 
the load passes through the same point. I 
....._ 
·~ ' \ 
• ' 
Before testing, the following preparations were 






1) The external dimensions· of the column were 
measured and·" checked ·for any: variat~on no-t 
,f 
/ 
within the acceptable tolerance of 0.05 ii • in. 
,-2) The column was whit~washed With hydrated lime"'"" 
to iOdicate· undesirable yielding that might' 
,occur in the process of aligning the column. 
I TA~ flaking of the whitewash also gives an 
, • ) !Pr 
... injication · of the extent of yielding, during· 
the actual ,test. 
.. ' \ . 
,., 
.... 
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.. r' F , 
. " . . , ~- . 
. 3) The initial ·out-of-straightness of the columns Ii-. · 
.-V· 
with·respect to its neutral.axis was determined. 
"" 
, 
The· instrum-~ntation consisted of· strip scales and 
..... 
dial gages to measure lateral deflection, mechanical and / 
~·~ 
SR-4 gages to measure strain 
' 
level bars to . end measure 
< 
t"' 
ro.tation an.d>dial to •.- head movement • gag.es mea&'tlre cross in 
• 
-the ~ertical directioi. 
. -~ 
·' Strip scales, about 12 inches long, were attached·~ 
. -
' 




'II ~ ~ 
. 
were read with a t·heodolite to obtain a measurement .of 
f 
.. 
~' lateral .. deflection alonf" the length of the column. 
' added precaution, a short strip Scqle was attached to 'the 
fixed cross head of the testing rnac·hine to cl1eck lateral ,~~ \ ,, 
. ( 












·Late~al deflection was also measured at·the ~id-
• 
. . 
heigl1t of the column with a f·ixed 1/1009 dial gage attached 
,~,} 
• 
with taut thin wire to a small sc.re.w tapped-in at the cen-· ~ \ 
. ~- • .7• 
ter line of the column ·width • 
, 
SR-4 strain _gages were attached at various levels· 
' ' 
/ 
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of the colUIDn, four at.eaph end and eight at-the mid-
\> 




length, columns Co, c11·and Cl2 were provided ·with four 
.JV\ 
. more strain gages each at the quarter~and three-quarter , 






The strain ·-gage data gave a pi_cture of strain dis,--~----· 
' "llll;,,,. -




~ ....... ~·· 
This was· ·used b-oth for alignm_enc--an for 
testing. At_ the m~d-h~ight, a strain me~/rement was also 
made with a Whittemore type mechan·ical ·strain gage on three 
\ 
--... .. 
lO-incl1 gag_e holes ... laid. out on one face· of ~he column and" 
.. 




' The angle rotation about the test axis was measured 
. . '"' 
at the-9 Eillfis of· the column with level· b,~rs_ mounted on sup~ ./" 
port :b·rackets welded to th,~ base plat~ and the top plate 
o:f; the colurqn. Angle changes were measured by ccentering 
' " r--
the lev~l bubble ~ith the.micrometer screw. A vertical 
dial gage attached to the end of the l~vel bar indicated 
< 
,, -~~> .,. ... ~ 
' \ 
.. 
) -the· rotation of the bar .Q'ver a 20-inch gage length -at , 
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As the first trial position in. the alignment ,"--the )-c, . 
' column was Centered ·geoliletricafly in the testing machine., 
It was then loaded in increments up to' a load value wr1ich -------- .. _ .·.· 
was consid-erably less ta-an the proportional limit of the 
,., 
.,,,1 
cl ~ . 
--~~.,,. section. ,, The alignment was based on the four .,corner gages 
• 
. '·· .fl, ' 
. 
at eac'h ~nd and at the mtd-heigl1t. No particul:ar di£ fi-. ~ . 
¥" 
culty was encountered in determining the·adju~tments orr' 
,.- ,,,.V 
' r.:.. the end fixtures necessary to attain an ·even strain dis-
tril?ution at· the diffe~ert\ alignment loads. The-column-
, 
·'. . ·--was consiqered· loaded ·evenly when at· each load level, tqe 
l 
,.,_, 





the average value did aot exceed 5%-. Since t'he specimens ..• 
0 
had some initial ·out-of-straightness, 'it was also nee es-
·" 
sa:ry to~ .£heck the lat era} deflection auring ~ tl1e alignment 
.,.: 
·procedur~. By balancing the ec:cen-tricity between the ends 
and the rnid-heigl1t, a position was attained where the column 
. ,, 
was unifor~ly load~d and.the· lateral deflection was negli-







Test. Procedure ' . .. 
.. 
' After tl,e alignment or cent_e-ri_ng ·of :the ·cYd-ltlrilQ., -~-he'° 
"'· -~ . I 
' t .. 
·/. 




























lOa.d of about . 40. Jips. · .,, 
I 
• l' 
: ' --~:-. -
. .. -···-"· ··-·--··-~- _ ...... __ ----·-··: ·' 
Al.l the di.sil ·gages were adjusted· to zero r~eadings and ., . 
. , 
initial readings w~re taken on the deflection scales, 
'· 
-· 
< tl'-1e SR-4 strain·-. gages ·and the · 10..-inch gage holes. Be~ides 1 
recording the above data, a point by po.int plot of the 
. ' 
.-load-deflection curv.e and thelioad-strain diagram was 
. ; \ 
"' 





, .. -...~ .. to· determine the ap·propriate load increments (about 40 to " ..... , 
50 ~ips w~thin the proportional limit). The·plot of load 
· versus strain at mid..;h~ight (fr,# ·measurements qf the 10-/ . 
, .. <t: inch gage holes) showed the val~e of the proportional 
.. .,... 
' . 
limit and also indicated the occurrence a£ first yield. 









was .. pl1otted for each loa~ above the proportional limit • 
. / . . 




At· this stage also, the deflection readings were observed 
carefully in loading the specim'en to ma~e sure t;:"h~t -the 
~· 
J peak load of the column is clearly defined in the load-. 
'.,, 
.. , 
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t - 1:e'l:eas-e of the~load on the column fol·lowed and the. perma-·" 
nent-defor~ations were.observed and ~ecordid. This-con-
. ~ 




The test program inv ~ in this investigation is 
~ 
. , 
summarized in Table l3. """A total of 12 colum·ns were· test~d 
with sleriderness ratios varying from ·jQ to 105. The tests 
were expectfed. tq provide informatlon for_ comparison with: 
_ theoretical studies made in Ref. 7. . . 
' 
In addition.to actual column ,tests, studies were 
•,•: . ~· 
~ · ... 
.. 
.. 
~made also on material propertie.s, residual stress distribu- -.... 
' 
·, tion and stub column characteristic~. 
,, 
" 
- A. total of 43 standard-8-inch coupons and 24 non-
standard 2-inch coupons ·were tested in a 12Q-kip mechanical-






The 2-:Li1.ch COU~rl_S_ W~J;,e ___ .c!f t-ually 
'· sections .cut for residual 
' 'O 
. , 
stress measurement ,and 12 of -
.these non-standard coupons were taken from the welded polnt . 
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•• J. • 
. ., ~ . ·, 
~he average static yield stress· of the standard 
,-
--- - - -··~·- -·-- ~-.. -····-·-·;::-----------·-:· ... ,.•_, _____ , __ ··,-; ·---··--·-··· 
~ . . . 
8-inch coupons was 
' 
37. 3 ksi. ~ith. a maximum ·devi·ation· of 
~ . . . ~ 
on the non-~tandard coupons gave~ 
,-.,• 
· 2. 7 k:si ·- - The tests 
static yield strfSS of· 35.9 ±-1.5 ksi. The test of the 
~ coupons taken·"- from tl1e weld revealed that the· s-E-atic 
;1{elds stress of the deposited weld meta( was about 
46.5- + 4.8 ksi. This .indicated thatp'the /deposited weJ_d 
. -· 
,. 
.metal was about 3.0% , stronger than th_e parent material. 
" 
Figure fll and ,Fig. 12- sho~ typi._c:al stress-stra"in 
curves. of the non-standard 2-inch coupons· talcen from the 
'\· . I , i 
' 
,.. 
parent material a.nd theL---deposited weld metal respecti·vely •. 
- I 
Figure 13--1 ~s an. actual stress-strain cuifve recorded from 
·a test ctn a standard 8-incl1. coupon. 
The r~idual stress dis1:ribMf~~ of· 16 secti~ri~ 
r, 
were measured; -1Qtl~ eacJJ._ for the 61' x 6i' ~ox shape· and the 
\ I 
6 11 x 7" H shape an,d 14 fo.r the lOu x i0 11 box shape .• Figure 
_,,'),- ~ 
... - ,..,,, 
· 14 shows the residual stress. distribution typical of ·tl1e 
---._. ' 




outside measurements for", the. box sections and, the ayerage 
-------~ ~- --------- --~-·--·--·-
~ 
'value for the H shape. 
,,:a •• / 
---1: 
~-1 
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uniform· for--. all the sections ··-investigated. ~ . . . ef ~ The middle 
. 
~ 
portio~ of the plates"icontained ap~roximately uriiform 
. 
. h 
... ' ~ 
<. ~ ... 
compressive residual stresses and abrupt!y decre'asing. ·and 
changing to tensile residual stress~s at .the edges. The 
y i. . . .· • . . 
·.·compressive residual stress at the cente'r of the plate c' . 
~ {A' 
was -about 30 ksi-and the tensile residual stress at the 






T·he H sl1ape had a resiqual stre·ss · pat·tern similar· 
to the standard rolled ~ha~es although w~th rnucri gr~ater 
, magnitudes. Tl-"1e greater residual stress values are due, 





· The findings __pf Refs/ 8 and 9 were used as a corr el.a-
,,, 
tion witl"-1 this investigation. These~eferences describe 
.-. 
.c.;.+- t.l1e formation, magnitude. and distribution of residual 
stres·ses in welded Riates. Reference 7 indicated that, 
' 
'6 (_.,.·- ... _ • ,, 
r 
~o:;:-.~welded shapes b~ilt~-~-p from similar p'lates, the effect. 
- . ~ 
of :restraint is negligible; Hen.ce'; the -ctistribution of ~, 
\, 
·-~· 
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Ii, ' " The, fol·lowing -is a summary of the- results of the 
·- - . --~---- -··· ... - _. ".,_···:: --·-· ·-·--·-' ----·-·· " .. ""· -
--~ 















' Var5 .. ation of residual stress_ along the ;length 
BJ 2 
of the colullln 
,. •' .,.,.,.,,._,(,! 
tJ 
The meas·urement on sections A, - B and ·C of 
- - -
of column CS showed thatdthere is no significant I . 
,r"'> difference in the residual stress distribution 
at different ··¥in ts along the length of a column. 'v 
All the test ·pie·ces showed high compressive residoal 
stresses ~maximum' of 36 ksi) at about the center 
· lin_~ pf the welded· (narrower) plate and also high 
\ rl' (. 
tensile residual stresses at the edges. .The side 
L 
;, 
(wider) plat~s showed a more even distribution of 
. 
compressive re~idual sthss (about' 28 ksi) over .. 
" the middle three-quarters of the plate, with high 
tensile stresses· (abo·ut . 35 ksi) at the edges. 
Figur~ 15· shows t·hat the residual stress distribu-
"''-.. 
/ 
~ion of- the three sections are essentially ohe same. 1 
Effect of Elate edge EreEaration for weldinB 
/'\£,, 
., 
'"\.c __ ; 
-. 
The manner of pteparing the edge of the plate 
···-c/ 
• 
-~~~------'' q had little .effect on the residual stress distribu-
' 





. ' . ..Ji' •• . 
. . ?4· 
. - .. --.-···,-·-····---···--·-······-----·-· . . . 
·, 








. : ~ : 
·,,b, 
-22 
1:1, dif.ferenc.es betw.een 'the- -residual -stress ~is·tr±bu-- - ------- ------ ·· --·------··--- ·-------
~"I_ 
··---. - ---·--········-·········•-,·······-··-"'""""-•••··----- ..... 
------------···-·····-·-----.----------- t-:Lo-n's- -of _____ t:he- sp-~~-i~~~: -£-abricated from machine~ ----,-
·r:· 
....... 
' plates and ·the specimen fabricat_ed from flame-cut 
plates. 
• 
Dif £erence between residual stres;, on the outside ·· 
and the inside face 
. 
-Measurements on the L sections cut from the { 
box shape showed slight variation only on the \, :]) . 
<~. 
magnitude of residual stresses measured on the 
outside face and the inside face. 
' . ' .. , •. '_, .• ·'' c;,. ·~- ..... ~ . , 
The effect of weld.size and type of welding is not ,..,. 
co~sidered in this report. However, a study of the effect 
of these factors in the formation of residual stress and 
~ 
. \ 
the strengt-h of welded buil't-up columns is included in 
future studies. 
The· result of eight stub column tests are shown in 
Figs, 16, 17 and 18. · Figure 15 is the average ~o·f- six t.ests 
( I 
I 
made on the._--10 11 x ,10"' box shap·e. · Figures .. ,l7 atjd 18 are 
results of tests on the 611 x 6" box shape. and the 611 x 7." 
;\· . :')-.' 
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: _.:., 
---·-·-······-•--'•-... -. --·-·------- -----·- -·-~--------~---·-----·---·- --· 
... --··--------:~---------·-Tne···yield load of7"--thti ___ id-.-. x 110'.' box ~hape" was about 







710 .kips~ -using the 0.5%,strain offs~t method of determin-. 
ing· the yield level.-, This_ corresponds to a stress of .a-bout· 
J r-
r • .) ·11,.~ 
. 37 .4 ksi which_ agrees very well ·"with the yield stress of 
37. 3 l<si obtained from the standard coupon teslts. From 
(_ 
I 
the load-~train curve~ it was noted ~hat the proportional 
.. 
· limit was 210 kips (11 ksi) which implies a maxifi!Ulll com- , ~ 
pressive residual stress of 26 ksi. Residual stress mea-
l 
' surement on the section shdw-ed compressive residual stress 
of about 28 ksi. The load-strain curve also displayed a 
·tendency to rise continuously·even at the fully plastic 
stage until _,)it finally reache4 the strain hardening range. 
This tendency to rise continuously is typ_ical of welded 
shapes and is probably caused by the higher strength of 
the deposited wel·d metal. 
t 
The stub column test on the 6" x 6" box shape gave 
a load-strain curve very similar to ·that of the 1011 x 10" 
___ .... 
box shap~, except for the fact that strai~_hardening~as 
not ·attained due to the onset· oflocal buckling at ~bout 
(~ 
-- .. ~~ 

























· . --- xh"l!' Y-ield load e~ the~-6'Lx--PLR-shclJ?e was abouC 
~~40 kips. The load -strain curve was very- similar to the 
10'* x 10" box shape and no local buckling was experi~nced. 
... 
The results of·the column tests are summarized in 
'(,,., 
_) 
' Table 4. It was specified in t4e fabrication of the ,shapes 
that no straightening should be done to consider COol.,ig.g 
-
residual stresses only so that the specimens inevit~bly 
\ 
had some initi~l out-of-straightness. The init.ial out-of-
straightness ranged from a minimum e/b ratio 'of 0.001 for 
C4 to a maximum e/b ratio of 0.924 for C6. Figure 19 shows 
·the variation of initiat out-of-straigh~ness along the 
\ lengt4 of the columns tested. 
, 
· The load versus mid-height deflection curves are 
shown ~ Figs. 20 and 21. The test - that· the in curves snow . ,
deflection within 0.01 • to-loads t>f about 0 .501i. are in. up 
"'~ 
This was ·,expected because ·the eceentricity was balanc.ed 
. \ 
, \ . between t·he e~ds and the middle in the alignment pr·ocedure. 
r* 1'•.,. Anotherrvtable feature of the curves i~ the unloading por-
tion. For the longer columns, th·e slope of th~ unload~ng 
curve was. very slight whereas the: for the shorter columns,· 
. 
. 
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curve at t·he mid-height sectio11 of the e~treine ~ibers 
and the-fiber at the center line. Part of-the stress-
str·ain · curve of the stub column is also ·plotted in the 
fig-µre. The features--of the stress-strain curves are 
,.,: 
typical of each column ahd Fig. 22 is the result of the 
•; 
~ 
... ' '' 
test on column Cl4. Note that the strains are uniform up 
to about the proportional·,. limit. Once the column started 
deflecting the strains of the extreme fibers started deviat-
ing from the average value up to '·a point where the fiber on 
the convex side of the bent column experi.enced strain rever-
I 




' the initial eccentricity of -the column.· ··r·f-··the -c,5I-iimif-·were·-------~----- · .. ----------------





fibers would coincide up to the point of bifurcation. This 
was shown by Shanley in his classical paper on columns fail-
(:LU) . ing· in.the inelastic range - • 
., 
---·· ··-···-· -... -~--~--·--··"--·--·-···-·---·--Examining the ultimate loads obtained from the Lests, 
the values fall well below the theoretical ultimate load ~-
---




load curve is bas;d on an/idealized residual stress distri-_____, 
,, 



















· 1 · !-
~ J,e discussed later. ,,. 
Basing the prediction on the theoretical curve, 
columns Cl, C2, C8, C9, Cl3 -J an·d , Cl4 should reach the yield 
load. However, due to initial .eccentricity causeq by 
i 1 
initial out-o~-~traightness and the non-uniform yield~ng 
of the cross section due to non-symmetry of the residual 
' 
stress distri·bution, their ultimate strengtfi w~r·e reduced 
t~the values given in r·able ·4. 
. 
A compaci.son _can be made on the load-def).ection 
;~ 
curves of columns C6 and ClO, both of which had'slender-
J,1 
/I' 
neXX ratios of 80 •. Column C6 was fabricated from plates 
y \ 
. ' . 
..,. 
---·-,.,i-· _______________________ .--····.-----------------· ______ edg_e _____ p_r_epare_d __ by _____ machining ____ wl1i_l e _____ co_~_ull!n _ C 10 was fabricated · 
-- .. 
from plates edge prepa~,~d by f.i..'1L...&.LL,ie cutting~·: Column. ClO 
< 
·---~ 
had ·a slightly higher ult· ate load (0.65 versus 0.63) 
occurring a-i;:.,. mi[height deflection of 1.1 inches·. Column 
'ii 
. C6 had a fla.tte~eak with the ultimate load oc~urring at 
__ _,,.~ 
.mid-height deflection of 1.6 inches. 
--------
------·-- -~-





d \ ~ 
1 
.. 
stage, the two curves were more or less coincident. 
--~-. 
~-.-- ....... -------- ·--·· -, 
· Ti1e ultimate loads, of the columns tested are plotted 
/ "'Y 






























in the figuPe are the_ predicted tangent modulus and 
·J 
,.,-..,..-...,_. ultimate load curves · for both axiaI a.rtti eccentric ioadings. 
' > 
.. 
.. On th~e basis of the result of these tests, it can 
. ~ ' 
. 
. 
be seen that the ul,t:imate 16ad predicted as above, is too 
, 
·" •' 
optimistic. The, ex_p,erimental results show that the actual I 
b 
q 
ultimate load of COlumns with medium slenderness ratios~ 
appear$) to be about 2070 less than tl1e I,redicted ·values. . \ 
.. This discrepancy is mainly caused·by the initial out-of-
. i, straightness of the column(/and the presence of non-symme-
trical .residual ~tress distribution in the section. 
r . Discussion · 
'\,., 
(a) It was shown(7) that the theore~ical analysis 
(, 
._J 
based on the P .. redicted tangent modulus does not give satis-
/ factory results mainly, because of the initial eccentricity 
present in the test columns, and in a lesser degree, due 
the I • of idealized residual stress dise·ribu-to as~umpt1.on an ,,,. ·-
. -- ., ... \ 




















































· and balanced by another rectangular distributi·an of ten-,,· 
• ~ l-.~'"--,--
:t,.. 
s i le residual ~tresses over the two edge p0rtions. This 
implies that onc.e the proportional limit is reached,~ 
abrupt decrease in ;he·resistance of the column-occurs 
j/ 
due to the· yielding . of .the· ~ntire middl-e portion. However, 
experimental results shoyJ that t·his is not true as· column· 
deflection at lo4ds past the proportional iimit did no·t 
Q 
increase appreciably until at the point where the ultimate 
.... ,., 
·strength of the column was attained. This inconsistency 
is due~ to the fact ·that the actual residual stress distri-
0 
bution is non-linear and the transition from compressive 
I . 
residual stress to tensile residual stress· is not as abrupt 
~ 
- ~ 
as assumed. Nevertheless, the idealized resiaual stress 
distribution is used to obtain a workab+e assumption in 
".'. ·, -'"'·,. .:'° . 
·, 
•. ! 
the computation for the ultimate load.· The discrepancy in~ 
the comput·ed ·values and the exper~mental values cartnot be I'. 
a.ttributed mainly to t"his · as~.umpt!i.on. Initial eccentricity 
as will be discussed below represented the major portion of 
the cause of the difference in the values • 
..... __ ,, ___ ., ___ .. ·--- .... , .. ----·---- ·-·--'·-· ''"'-7·---- .. -·-·"'" 
(b) ·In :fi~ 23; t_he column curves, f_or the eccentri-
•· 
~ . ~ 
cally loaded box column was plotted for eccentricrity ratios 
. -,· / . 
r r . J 
.... 
~-
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curves with the column ·curve for the axially loadec;i ~olumn 
shows ,the very appreciable ef feet of if':ttial oUt-of-straight-
, ' 
ness. This f~gure also shows that if the. initial 9.ut-of-
~strai~htness ·of each test column· is taken into c·onsidera-· 
' 
. 
r¥' ·':..:,. II 
/' 
. 
tion, ·a good corre·lation can be seen to exist bet·ween the 
experimental ultimate strength o'f~- the column and ·the expected 1< 
. r . 
/ 
\ 
ultimate strength of a c~!umn with an equivalent eccentricity. 
I) 
.. 
In all the columns tested, init.ial.. ____ out-of-straight-. ., 
ness was present.· It was op served in Fig •. 18 tnat the 
' A __ I 
~: 
original configuration of tl1e columns was not .,.~n agreement 
.! 
. •, .,.; i 
with the assumed sinusoidal curve used in the computation 
. l,...,.. .... , \. 
of the uLtimate lbad(l). 
r--~ 
In fact, the actual deformed 
'\\ 
shape of -,eacl-1 column varied from specimen to specimen~ This 
is also typical of ~e current fabrication practice in that 
.i. 
. 
the-·uniform·ity of ·shape ~nd- straightness of 'the ce1lumn varies 
. ,. ~ 
a 
. ··-:'\'""' 
with the manufacturer's~ec4niques. No.definite tolerances \ 
\.. 
have been specified for, the condition of the f:tna,l Aproduct •. 
The standards a1\e va1:ied ~pending on the n~e of the 
.... ---····· .. -·-··---wor.k .•....... ··-·r.·--·~ .. -------.. ~-----..,-.. -------··_. . . ~. -· .• ·, __ ... --- ..... . 
,ii>, 
I! 
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.#' 
1 t/. > ' 
··-~ 
·~·30 
. . ' . .... . - .: . ·~ ~ 
c9ncerned, the dev·iation from "'-the specified dimension. ~ · 
"' ; -. 
was satisfactory, with a maxi~mum .of + 0.~5 inch., ·As can 
.·~:. -
.,,__ ; ....... 
be seen in Fig·.· 19-, the straightness of the column was not 
as "'~.satisfactory. 
,i;... 
· The same remarks can be made on the dimensions and 
straightness of the 6"' 8 x '~6" box shape.\'. In the case of the 
' ~ ' '('l~ 






noticeably out of shape due -t9 excessive pre-camb.ering 
J - t 
introduc~d tO overcom~ the. anticipat~ welding distortions~ 
1-
The edges of the. 6u flange were flared to as much as 0.02,, 
'" 
inch (see ,Fig. 24) . This was not serious as the columns 
. fl 
were tested~ about tl1e ,weak axis of ·bending. 
"" (c) In Ref. 7, tangent modulus solutions ·to' tl1e 
-




. I • 
. .25 and 26 show the result~g column curves and the differ-
,,.,----
/ - ... 
ent approximations of the residu,9f/stress distribution on. 
which the solutions are based. . None of these assumed 
~ 
,,. 
distributions correspond· exaqtly to the actually _me~sured-
/'"'\, <I' I 
. values. Residual stress distrioution No. 1 is an idealized 
.... 




Distribution.Nos. 2, 3, 4 artd • better 
,. 

























:3·,.1· :-.··. -..... .., 
·~ . 
• I ~ -
to the expe·rimental values than distribution· No. 1 but 
1 . -
.. , / ~ . 
~would not be suitable for ultimate stren-gth ·computat1:ons ~ 
... _/ due to the complic~tions involved ~in determining '"-the ela.s-
~-
l tic, yii~~ldeG}., and reactivated areas ·of the cross section··. 
.I f 
... 
as the deflection of the column progresses • 
- .C.-.... ) ~ ,/ 
No ex·peritnental correlation can b"e made with the"--
.... 
ab.ave curves becau·se the exact tangent modulus load was 
~ : not evidept in any of t"he columns tested. Tl-"1is is -true 




of all column testsa... Due to in4.tial out-of-straig.htness'", 
. '\ r - , 
4· 




.... ,_ .. ··--.----··-···· If------~--·- . " .......... . 
" " if "" . (d) In Fig. 27, the test results are plotted wit.h ·,~_/ 
the. basic Strength· curve proposed ·by t}1e Column Researc·h 
. .. 
(11,12) . ~ 
Council. It can be seen from this figure that 
except for the shortest columns all the test points fall 
below the predicted values. No;e-1 liowever, that the. test 
) ~ 
~ 
ft. specimens did not·undeigo cold-straightening and ttiat this 
;- / . 
'"~.has not been taken_ into account in -the experiment • 
.... :~. 
... 
As can be expected, cold-s-traightening will-·mini-
. ./ .... 
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lQcrea.-se·its ca~ry1ng capacity. 
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stress. f ormati_on 
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columns built-up by welding from unrversal mill plates of ( 
ASTM designation A7·. Particular attention was given to 
columns~-·of medium size b)ox-:,shape cross section and\, th~ir 
behavior -is comparect' with I medium size H-s·hapes, and box 
·shapes and· H slaapes .. of smaller sizes • 
. In this report, the foHow-i~g--·,problet.us~e-re· inves-
J:iga.-te.d experimentally: 
·..;. 
l) the magnitude and distribution of residual 
. , 
stresses 10£ welded built-up columns·, 




• 3) the strength of welded buiLt-up columns 
. ' (> 
with medium slenderness ratios. 
'···-"d 
Based on the result~ of the studies, made in the& 
investigation, ~he following conclusions can be stated: \__,,... ~ "' . 
,, 
1) ·rhe variation of residual stress. ~.listr~b~ti_on 
.,,; 

























·. \~jp 'if,.• 
,t._. • •• c. 
. . 
' 





there b~ing negligibl~ difference_betwe~n 
sections taken.from different fabricated 
tJ 
piec~s. (Fig. 14 and 15) 
l 
2) The effect of eccentricity on· welded built-
up shapes is considerable in the medium 
·slenderness ratios. (Fig. 23) 
3) For the medium slenderness ratios, the re-
. " ' 
sults showed that the welded box columns 
were stronger than the welded H columns by. 
:J to 15% (Comp~re Fig. 23 with Fig. 7f, 
. ' 
. ,.4) Except for the 1Sho-rtest columns, these welded 
• 
members exhibited a strength less than that 
implied by tl1.e CRC column curve by amounts 




























. . Static Y.iel_d 






.Yield Stress Level: 
. ·.. 





·A .. J.: 
~--. ~-
~'tc.~ 
Buckling is the process.for any ~ 
.I structure or part of a structure 
to pass from one deflec~ion pattern 
to another withou~ change in load • 
The static yield stress lever· is 
the yield ~tress level for zero 
strain rate.,, 
,, 
I The maximum load a column will 
carry. It is not coincident with 
the buckling load for .an axially 
loaded column. 
·~ 
The y~eld strength is the stress 
corresponding~ to the-load which pro-
duces in a material, under t·he 
specified conditions of th9\ test, 
't 
. a specified limiting strain. (ASTM 
~-tandard A370-54T, 1958) 
" 
The yield stress level is the stress 
correspoµding to a strain of ·o.5% . 
.This stress will usually correspond 
. ~to the conrstant stress {runder yield 
when the stre~s-strain relationship 
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rhe column specimens were fabricated from struc-
tural steel. of ASTM designation A7, universal mill plates 
·, 
and·· ~ccorci'ing \o, _the following schedule: 1·-
__ __ _ . Item (_l) . ~ I 6__ 11 x 6"·Box Shape 
.../' 
\ 
Sets (a) anq (b) .- 6" x lt/.4il plate, 4 lengths of ~O'Q~! . 




- .~ •-"• ..,_L •• • ---'•' •• ,, • • - • 
··.d·:· 
:.:, 
~JJ..f.,!'",~~-5 i/zn X 1/4" plate, 4 lengths of 30 1 0rr ___ ., 
I" t ( ~ Machine the plate edg·es straight, NO FLAME CUTTING. '--. 
Four cor~er welds, full. penetration. 
~- A' ·~~ 
·\J 
~ets (a) and (b) will be fabricated into 2 ·columns, 
each 30 1 0 11 long • 
. J 
•. 
,. Item (2) 7" x 6" H Sha·pe 
( 
.. I.' ·t_. 
Set (a) 6i' x 1/2" plate, ,'2=-lengths of 22 'O" 
6 11 'X 3/8" plate, 1 
Set (b) 6" x 11/2" ·plate, 2 
• 
6" x 3/8" plate, 1 








Machine the- plate ·edges s.traight. NO FLAME CUTTING. 
Two ~ 3/16·n fillet w·eli~ at ·each joint. __ 
Set (a) will be fabricated into a column, 22'0" long. 
Set (b) will be. fabricated into a columq, 16"0" long • 
J 
.,}·:' ,j y ;' 
'. 
, .~ '•\ . 
-- 36 -
'-":. 














. ~*'~r..i..,;:~-~t,r,~ ..... --'""....._ ... _ .. __ -,.._...,., ____ ,~--··t ... '" 
' 
; 





r. ·~ Item (3)~ lOi' x 10" Bo:*. Shape '1 
/l 
), 911 X 
Set (a) 2 
(b) 
\_ (c) ( 
.. 



























. " \ 
. , f 
"' 





4Q IQ·'' . 
\ 
45'0" 













.... . Make edge,.s straight- for 10" plate and for the 9"J' plate. 
-- . \. 
). 
Make straight, with bevel, as specified. 
~ 
r • 
,Four corne:r welds, wit_h slight reinforcement. 
,I 





, · parations. 
_ _./ ~, 












' I Set (h) .. will und~rgo no fabrication operations at this 
'.• , ·t , ., 
~-- stage, 1 but will be kept for-future use. 
Each 4~~ plate 1of set . {d) will be cul! into: 3~ ~ 0 11 ;;, .. ·, " 
·,e. 
"' . l~. a 10 ~~" length to -simplify. ma:h:ning. ·\1' 
























columns, one 30' O" long, and the other 
,•' 
10 '0 11 long. (Note: Column (d) ·will. be us"ed 
· .,as a direct co.mparison to column (e), one ~ ,~ 
1 being prepared b_y machining, and· the other 




• '(\'it, •• V • 
:~' .,,c· - ,,..,"'. ''. '.' • _(/'!.' ••. ··~ : ' 
.. .-.-,.~~--- ,·-~. ... 
'l:. .. • e • ,,,_.,_.,,,_,' 0 .. ·- '" .•••,s • •- •• 



















(e)· i ' 






II .fr· 1- r , , s2•on 
" 
.. 
if u ti. u 
--, \ 30 f'O'Ji( ,, .. 
I f If 3o•on II 
.• fl 
and a column 10 1 0 71 " 
into a column 40 •·off u. 
J ' 
" 
I i 45 '· 0°". '" 
'1 
' ' " JI u .. _S,.O, O''·f .. fr. 
/ 





To standardize the fabrication of the sect~ons, the 
·, 




1) Each set of plate lengths used to make a column 
should come 
I 






, same position in the :i.n_got ., __ ~so_ tliat 
•-·-~•-.M-•••-,o-•m•••--·-.. ---.. ·- ________ ...:._ __ ~ _______ .:.._· _,::_,_·--------~- - -----• - -- - ~--- • "' 
, . 
. , ' 
.... ,. 









I,. J .cc 
. v 
i l 
1/1,.,.,.,f,,,., .. ,.,.,.,·,1 
,. 9 . .. 
.. 
... 
,:.·.· ... -:..._:.· 
... 
,. I 










(' r . -"f · ., . ,.;,,.~·:, 
. .... 
2) The universa.1 plates should under·go ··a :minimum 
... 
,rf 1:, 
possible mi-11 straightening. ')nY .. other~procfoa,S 
·-·· 1 
. '.J . " 41. 
which can 1.n any way alter the distribution o.f · 
residual ~stress·should be avoided. 
possibl~, and should undergo no ~traightening 
-~ 
of any form. 
,/ ·' 
4) The final cross s~ctional dimensions shall be 





ment of the 1:rox sl1apes /'_should not be ground off 
~ -
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TABLE 1 ,RESULTS·OF TENSILE COUPON TESTS 
~1 , . 
'\ 




-· .\ Column Coupon u Average Ou Average y. 
-. No. (ksi) () y (ksi) Ou 
. 
No.5 cs: Al 37.3 (37 ~ 7) 65. 7~ (65.4) 
cs A2 37.9 65.5 
- cs A3 37.9 . 65.0 . f 
, C5 A4 40.1 "' ''66. 8 
-
: . ~..:,-I 
..,, 
' cs Bl 36.8 (37. 9) 66.l (66.2) 
f c·s B2 39.1 67.l i' 
: : cs B3 37.5 /65:3 ·. 
CS. B4 38.3 -~~- .66 .4 
.... 
• • • i • ·- • 
' 
No .• 6 C61 37.0 (37 ~ 2) 66.2 
-
(66 •. 5.) 
; C62 ·38.1 . t7.0 
C63 37.1 j6.2 . 
• 
' C64 36.6 66.6 
) 
No.7 C71 37.3 (37 .4) .. 65 ,0 (65.4) 
' ' w C72 ~ 37.6 65.4 
C73 37.0 64.6 





No.8 BIO 34.6 At the 63.1 At the 
B21 47.2 weld - 68.9 weld -
' B30~~ 37.2 46.8 63.9 68.2 
\ B39 48.3 69.4. 
' 
__ :_~ , . 
B50 35 .o Bet.ween 64.3 Between 
: B60;r , 44 .8 welds 66.4 welds - -
"' B70 37 ·~o 36.0 64~. 6 64.0 ,· .. 
: B78 65.6 ~ 73.9 -
·• 
.. ,,,.. 
: ca (1) 35.4 \ (37. 0) 64.3 (65 .4) 
·t,. 
-CB (2) 36.3 <-·. 65.5 . 
I C8 (Wl) 38.2 65.5 
. •, ca (w2) 37.9 ;ti 66.2 
' . .,_ 
- .. -· 
. . . ~· - .. - . . - ' . ' . 
i')~ ~ 
• • •, ••• -· • • •, -•• • • '••. M•• •· • : o"• ••• • • •.- ~· ;'"•• •" ' ' ••• •",o,' - ....... 
·• 1 
- 4<· .. -
.. ·.;. 
:. l v(. 



























































TABLE 1 - CONTINUED 
· Column Coupon ' Average· ~ Average. € Gu ( -No.· {ksr) ·oy {ksi) 6u Remarks. I I ... 
' I I 
.. 
No.9 10 34.~ ·At the 61.4 At the . 2" Coupons," 
21 41.0 weld - 69.8 weld -
30 36 1~2 ~ 47 .3 .. 61o9 61.7 •· , 
39 45.6 - 67.4 • J 
50 34 .1~~-
, Between 60.9 Between 
60 49.3 welds\.-:- 70.4 welds -
70 " 36.4 35. 3 62.6 68.9 





,, C9 (1) · ft35. 3 (37 .1) 62.3 (6_2.4) · · ·standard ' " ., 
... C9 (2) ' .' 35 .o 62 6.5 8" Coupons, . . . 
6 2 p. 4':'"< . ··,tg (tvl) 36.8 . ' 
.. .. 





.).!.a..:,,.:.>·' No.10 AlO 34.4 At the 61.4 At the 2 If Coupons A·21 44.0 weld 65.8 I weld - -A30 36. 7 45.3 63.2 62.8 
' 
A~9 ~ 46. 6 69.3 . ' 
"· A50 36 .6 B·etween 62.5 Between ;;:1 . 
• 
.. A60 45.1 welds - 68.0 weld~ - .... 
.. 
A70 37 .4 36.3 64.3 67.9 -•' 
A78 
.• 
45.6 68 .5 
- t 
No.11 Cll-1 I 34.4 {36. 7) 61.0 Standard 
\ Cll-2 40.0 64.o 8 ii Coupons " , / 
.. , Cll-3 33.9 ) 61.6 : ., 




' .• .. • .. 
· .. ' . 
--No .• 12 Cl2-1 35 .04 {36 .-9) 63.4 
. Cl2-2 38 .o 65.3 
' Cl2-3 35 08 '• 63.3 
Cl2-4 /-38 .4 i 65.0 r I: 
.f..: -'- I 
.. 
. ... 
.;, No-.3 . c.-.3·-1. ' . 80.3 Standard ~. -........ ,• -· . ' . . -- - -· 
?- C-3-2 l 48.3 / 80.6 8" Coupons ··-
C-3-W 46.8 77.0 .. ' 
' 
. .. . . . . . • ... .. 
--













1 TABLE 2 SCHEDULE OF SPECIMENS 





c ... " 
,., ... 
: Piece Col -' • " No -- Length Description No Specimens : ,, • • 
1 30' 6" X 6" box 1 10 L 6" column 0 





.. ~ ( residual stress "\ ·., 1, - -, _ _,,,. : 
•. coupons 
.. 
- stub column 
. . .. 

















•~ • I 
.. .. \ 
3 22 I 6 if X 7" H 3 6 I 6if column . 
":.:\," 4 4 I O" column . .. . . 
: 
I 
residual stress : : 
: ' 
.. 
'' coupons ::-::! ,, I. 











·'" ''f .. . . .. .. : <i 
' ~ ) ' 4 16- 1 (st9re) ' t .. ~.: . t 
.. . . 
. " ··~ 
' . . .. - . . 
-.. . ~ ... 
. . 
. . . . 
5 , 15 I :5. Coupons (2 sets) •' . 
·-




30 I 6 26 I 7 5/8li col·umn 6 "-'·' • 









... . ' 
. ' .. 
: 
\; ' 7·· 10 1 .,...; 7· :,. .. coupons 
residual str"ess .. 






,r •. ,-,. .. . . 
•. ·-. 
" 
• •· . :g: I .. 13 r 3/4° 
. 
-
~ . 52 :a 3 column -" ;- . :~ I. 
'>,. residual stress 
·"= 






... 13 10 I OH column t·' .. ;,·: .. e-- -~----·%·· ·-·~-· __ ,,_ ... _ -- -- . --·-··-- ···--·~ ------ -- . ___ -------~ 
' I an l .1: 14· 16 column ·, ..; 
•, . 





~··"·· -~~--= ......,.,;.." .. ---· _..;.,_-. .-·- - ------- ·- . 







































.) ' .. 
- - ---- --
-
( ... 







~ I pat44 




10" x 10" box 9 
.. 




20' 1 1/.4i' column 
stub column 
1l ceupons\ ·.f 
+9esidual st1:'€SS 




31' 110 7 / 8 '.1 column 
·s·ttlb column 
/ • ff, 
coupons,t 
. .. " 
... . 






12 35' 3 1/8" column 
stub column 
coupons 
residual stress (2) 
(Reserve piec.e - not fabricated) ,, 
.(' 
... 
, NOTE: Piece Nos. 1 fo 7 were fabricated from 
plates edge rrepared by machining and 
the rest were from flarqe cut plates. '-
.... , 
.... 
. -..:·: .. . . 
. -- - -- - ·---·-···-----~ 
-- -
""'-






---··- _____ /· 



































TABLE 3 - TEST PROGRAM 
.. 6 
. . ,. 
-
"-
-----------I-tem -..... ·····----,- - ·--,--····· - Plates \_/ Section 
. 
. 
I (~~:~ (1) ) 
' . 
., 
Box Shape 6" X 1/4" " . 
,' 
' 













HShape··· -.-6u X_c1 3/ 8·1 '- - -6·-lJ -- 7: fl ,. ·- "' .. , .. -. :x.-' .. •. -<;,. 
.. . . 
j!'c"'""'! ~ 








' Shape : lQ:i I 1/,2" Box X ,s 
• 
--





-·:. ... . . • . . : ..... -·.· ' .•· -




~ . . 
. . . . 
... 
. ... . . ---.. . ...... . . 
. !\.-


















































----.. - '"• 
.. 
. . ...... 
r-::-- ·-
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TABLE 4 RESULTS OF COLUMN TEST 





.. 32 353 
(J . 
_80 .. 439 . 






•;_. so .. 450 
' 95 388 
105 354 
.. 30 672 
. 5-0 {, 589 
. . . . 
.. 
. .. 















































~- 6" 6-" Box·· X . 





.-. ' .. _, .. · . 
'· 
0-.002 
6" x· :7.,.-. ·H· . . 
0.001 
. . 
.. . . . 
. 
... ; 
,- .. . . 
.. 
.. 






.. r.": .. 
-· e 0 .oos-
" 
i.Q:'' 0.020 10" :x. 1?0X' . µ- -_ : 
r 






: 0.012 .. , 
. . · . _ . 
·: ••' . 
., 
. .,.-.,.,. 
' "'· • ~- ---~--~-~--,;__·~-~-- . -~--~--
- . 
:....:.-- . . 
•. :t1· 
··. 





















) STAllDARD 81 ·coUPONS , 
(10 x·lO box, 6 x b box 
6 X 7 H) 
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. )ra ... 1 LOCATION OF TENSILE COUPONS 
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LAYOUT FOR RESIDUAL STRESS MEASUREMENT 
' 
'i-•.. 
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section E · ( from Cll) 
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. . ~ . . ... 
· side i~ aide_ 1 · 
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-~ 
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-
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I ~-- I 
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STUB COLIB11l TEST 
COLIB'1IJ C 7 ~> 
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LOAD--JIOo 17 
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J ____ ___...~-... 
·~.-,: ·j:...· 
Note: Nos. 1 to 4 r~f~r to ~~lding 
.. 
s~quence 
"' \ in·. . i•I Yt ·P. MIN11 _WELD ~EINFORCEfNT 
· /V_TO BE .1/16' ~-, ________ _ f ~ ./.WBLD · RE INF OR CEMENT . 1/16" ( - . . 1;2, /, _ . 1/2' 
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" '\."' 3/16 FILLET 
~ ",WELD B 0TH SIDES ' 
~ . T 
1/ L,_r 
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3·/·· ,o,-· -· v· - ·-, 
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FIG. 8 WELDING DETAILS 
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FIG. 20 LOAD DEFLECTIOl~ CURVES-~ 
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